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member 30, may be offset from the openings 40 
as is shown in Figure 3 to crate turbulencé ia 
the incoming flow and assist in dispersing the 
solid stream of Water admitted into the chamber 
| . 

It is desirable to be able to control the positió? 
of the water dispersing n?eans in the mixing 
chamber to control the charaeter of the spray 
discharged from the shower head. In this ela 
bodiment of our invention, this is accomplished 
by the eccentric 44 which is rotated by handle 
46. The pin 48 on the eccentri? fit? ihtö the 
opening 50 of upper cup. 32 through a suitabfe 
opening 5 in the housing f? adapted to receive 
the eccentric. Upon rotation of the eccentrfc, 
the cup 32, carrying with it cup. 33, plug member 
20 and sleeve 24, are raised dr kóweród with As 
spect to the restricted throat 12. When the dis 
persing means is raised or lowered, thé cup 32 
and its associated parts are rotated a slight 
amount, produchng á scourting action in the re 
stricted throat, thus insuring a chean unób 
structed throat through which water will päss. 
This slight rotation of the p?ug member 20 and 
sleeve 24 also functions to wary the ángularity 
between the teeth: 30 on the sleevesince, as seen 
before, the circumference of the toothed portion of the sleeveisslight?y greater than the circum 
ference of the throat. Wariation in the angular 
ity of the teeth and hence distortion in the 
grooves between the teeth through which the 
water passes with alter the degree of disperston 
and character of spray discharged from the 
shower head. 
The eceentric 44 is provided with a recess S2 

adapted to retain an oring 54 to prewent leakage 
from the chamber 1. A similar recess 56 in 
the eccentric f is adapted to receive the lock 
fing portions 98 of the split ring 66 as seen in 
Figure 2: The split ring 60 is retained in the 
annular recess 6F in the housing f6 and a re 
sfient washer 82 may be uthzed to retain the split ring 60' in the löcking position prewenting 
lateral movement of the eccentrie 44. 
After the water passes through the restricted: 

throat f?, it passes out the discharge opening 66, 
in the skirt f4. Around the circumference of said discharge opening are provided a plurality 
of alternating depressed interrupted frusto-con 
ical surfaces 68, and raised interrupted frusto 
eonical surfaces 60, as best seen in Figure; 6, 
which aid in the formation of a faled cone of 
the spray being discharged from the shower 
Read. 
The operation of this shower head is as föl. 

OWS: 
Water is admitted into chamber F1 fro? pipe' 

F8 under the usual pressure as föund in the of 
dinary household: The water then passes 
through openings 40 of the cup. 32 and through 
the openings 42 of cup. 38. The w8locity of the 
Water is greatly increased upon passing thröugh? 
these restricted openings and considerable turbu 
lence results in the cup.shapedimember 39: The 
water then passes thrbugh the restricted throat 65 
and is diffused by the: dispersi?g means. 
The efeet of the dispersing niesns wartes with 

its position. At the: upp8*rfiost position of the: 
plug: member as-illustrated in Pigure 2: the lower 
extremities of the teeth 30. are substantially'ep- 70 
pestie the lower edge of restricted: thiroat (24 h 
this position a plurality offine needes of water 
of relatively high velocity are discharged. The 
streams or needles of water dscharged when the 
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almost paralek te each other and form a spray 
pattérri having a relatively small angle of di 
Vergence. As the dispersing means is moved 
doWnWard in relation to the restricted throat 12 
the angle of divergence of the needles of water 
at?ól the cross-sectional area of the needles of 
water will be increased. As the eccentric 44 is rotated by handle 46, the 
plug member 26 earrying sleeve 24 is forced 
doWnward as described before. As the teeth 30 
Aówe downward with respect to the restricted 
threat 2, the degree of dispersion of the water 
passifig between: thieteeth:30 is increased. This is 
caused by the sight distortion of the teeth which 
á?céntiates the warying angularity between the 
teeth: 30, as described before, which in turn is 
cezused by the gircumsference of the toothed por 
tion of sleeve 24 being slightly larger than the 
circunference of the restricted throat 12. At a position about m?dway between theupper 
most position of the plüg member as shown in 
Figure 2 and the lowermost position as illustrated 
in Figure 3, some of the streams or need?ès of water pass out through the depressed interrupted 
frusto-conieal surfaces 06 in the skirt and others 
are defected slight?y inwardy by the raised in 
terrupted frusto-conical surfaces 68, the result being a cone of relative?y high velocity streams 
or needles of water and of substantially constant 
density being discharged. 
As the p?ug member is lowered, the velocity of 

the discharged water reduces, the amount of 
turbulence in the skirt increases and the streams 
or nieedles of Water discharged when the plug 
member is at the uppermost position tend to be 
broken up into droplets of water. When the plug 
member is lowered to the position where the up 
per extremities ófteeth S0 areslightly below the 
lower edge of the restricted throat 2, a Fargepor 
tion of the water passing through the restricted 
throat strikes the annular ridge or ledge 3f and 
theupper extremities of teeth: 30 and is deflected 
laterally onto the inner wall of the skirt i 4. This 
resultsina cone of waterbeing discharged which 
is of relativelylowvelocity and finely divided into 
droplets of water much the same as rainfall. 
When the plug member islowered to the fush 

position shown in Figure 3, a large wolume of 
watermay pass through the showerhead to fush 
out any impurities which may have béen en 
trapped in the shower head. 
weclaim: 1. A shower head comprising: a housing pro 

vided with a restrictedthróat and a skirtextend 
ingbelow Said throat, a plug member disposed in 
Said throat, a resilient sleeve adapted to be 
mounted upon said plug member and provided 
with a plurality of teeth atone extremity of Said. 
Seeve So that the circumference of the sleeve 
about the teeth bearing portion is slightly larger 
than the circumference of the throat and said 
sleeve also provided with an annular ridge im 
mediatelyabove the teeth bearing portion of said 
sleeve; and means for longitudinally adjusting 
said p?ug memberin saidhousing. 

2. A shower head comprising: a housing pro 
vided with a restricted throat and a skirt extend 
ing below said throat, a plug member disposed 
in Said throat, a resilient sleeve adaptéd to be 
hounted upon said plug member and provided 
with a p?urality of teeth of varying angularity 
with respect to the longitudinalaxis of the sleeve" 
at: one extremity of Said"sleeveso that the cir 
cunference of the sleeveabout the teeth bearing 

dispersing elementy s-so positioned are directed fi portion is slightly larger than the circumference 
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of the throat and said sleeve also provided with 
an annular ridge immediately above the teeth 
bearing portion of Said sleeve, and means for lon 
gitudinally adjusting Said plug member in Said 
housing. 

3. A shower head comprising: a housing pro 
Wided With a restricted throat and a skirt extend 
ing below Said throat, a plug member disposed in 
Said throat, a resilient sleeve adapted to be 
mounted upon Said plug member and provided 
With a plurality of teeth at one extremity of said, 
sleeve and also provided with an annular ridge 
immediately above the teeth bearing portion of 
Said sleeve, means for longitudinally adjusting 
said plug member in Saidhousing, and a plurality 
of alternating depressed interrupted frusto-coni 
cal Surfaces and raised interrupted frusto-conical 
SurfaceS prOVided in Said Skirt. 

4. A shower head comprising: a housing pro 
Wided With a restricted throat and a skirt extend 
ing below Said throat, a plug member disposed in 
Said throat, a resilient sleeve adapted to be 
mounted upon Said plug member and prowided 
with a plurality of teeth at one extremity of said, 
Sleeve SO that the Circumference Of the Sleeve 
about the teeth bearing portion is slightly larger 
than the Circumference Of the throat and Said. 
SleeWe als0 prowided with an annular ridge im 
mediately above the teeth bearing portion of said, 
sleeve, means for longitudinally adjusting Said 
plug member in said, housing, and a plurality of 
alternating depressed interrupted frusto-conical 
Surfaces and raised interrupted frusto-conical 
Surfaces provided in Said skirt. 

5. A shower head comprising: a housing pro 
Wided With a restricted throat and a skirt ex 
tending below Said throat, a plug member dis 
posed in Said throat, a resilient sleeve adapted 
to be mounted upon Said plug member and pro 
wided with a plurality of teeth at one extremity 
of Said Sleeve and also prowided with an annular 
ridge immediately above the teeth bearing por 
tion of Said sleeve, means for slidably retaining 
Said plug member in Said housing, an eccentric 
Which coOperates With Said means to longitudi 
nally adjust Said plug member in Said housing, 
and a 10cking member retained in Said housing, 
portions of which engage and retain Said ec 
centric in Said housing. 

6. A shower head comprising: a housing pro 
Wided with a restricted throat and a Skirt, ex 
tending below Said throat, a plug member dis 
posed in Said throat, a resilient sleeve adapted 
to be mounted upon Said plug member and pro 
Vided with a plurality of teeth at one extremity 
of Said sleeve and also provided with an annular 
Iridge immediately above the teeth bearing por 
tion of Said sleeve, means for slidably retaining 
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Said plug member in Saidhousing, and an eccen 
tric which cooperates with Said means to longi 
tudinally adjust Said plug member in Said hous 
ing and to rotate Said plug member in Said throat 
during Said longitudinal adjustment. 

7. A ShoWer head Comprising: a housing pro 
wided with a restricted throat and a skirt, ex 
tending below Said throat, a plug member dis 
posed in Said throat, a resilient sleeve adapted 
to be mounted upon Said plug member and pro 
wided with a plurality of teeth at one extremity 
Of Said Sleeve and also provided With an annular 
ridge immediately above the teeth bearing por 
tion of Said Sleeve, means for slidably retaining 
Said plug member in Said housing, an eccentric 
which cooperates with Said means to longitudi 
nally adjust Said plug member in said, housing 
and to rotate Said plug member in Said throat 
during Said longitudinal adjustment, and a lock 
ing member retained in said, housing, portions 
of whichengage and retain said eccentric in said, housing. 

8. A shower head comprising: a housing pro 
Wided With a restricted throat and a skirt, ex 
tending below Said throat, a plug member dis 
posed in Said throat, a sleeve mounted upon Said 
plug member and provided with a plurality of 
teeth extending generally axially completely to 
the bottom extremity of Said Sleeve and also 
prowided With a transVerse ledge immediately 
above the toothed portion of Said sleeve, the 
diameter of Said toothed portion being of the 
Same order of magnitude as the diameter of Said 
throat, and means for longitudinally adjusting 
Said plug member in said, housing from an upper 
position wherein the toothed extremity of Said 
sleeve is in Said throat to alower position wherein 
Said annular ledge is below said throat whereby 
water flowing through said, shower head is dis 
charged in the form of jets of water when said 
plug is in Said upper position and as a plurality 
of droplets when Said plug is in said, lower position. 

RALPH. E. BLETCHER. 
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